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Abstract: Live virtual machine migration is a powerful tool offered by virtu-
alization technologies. However, current implementations restrict its usage to
local area networks. Extensions to wide-area networks have been proposed with
systems for transferring disk state and transparently migrating network connec-
tions. Still, wide-area live migration remains expensive to use because of the
bandwidth bottleneck, especially when considering migrations of large clusters
of virtual machines rather than single instances. Previous work has shown that
VMs running identical or similar operating systems have a significant portion of
their memory containing the same data. In this paper, we introduce Shrinker, a
live virtual machine migration system leveraging this common data to improve
migration efficiency between data centers interconnected by wide-area networks.
Shrinker uses distributed content-based addressing to detect memory pages of
the migrated VM that are already available on the destination site, removing
the need to transfer these pages over a wide-area link. We have implemented
Shrinker in the KVM hypervisor and present performance evaluation in a dis-
tributed environment. We show that it is able to reduce wide-area bandwidth
usage by 30 to 40% and migration time by 20%.
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Shrinker: Migration à chaud efficace de machines

virtuelles dans des réseaux étendus

Résumé : La migration à chaud de machines virtuelles est un outil puissant
offert par les technologies de virtualisation. Cependant, les mises en œuvres
actuelles limitent son utilisation aux réseaux locaux. Des extensions aux réseaux
étendus ont été proposées avec des systèmes permettant de transférer l’état du
support de stockage virtuel et de migrer de façon transparente les connexions
réseaux. Toutefois, la migration à chaud dans les réseaux étendus reste coû-
teuse à cause de la limitation de la bande passante, en particulier dans le cas
d’une migration d’une large grappe de machines virtuelles plutôt qu’une unique
instance. Il a été montré que des machines virtuelles exécutant des systèmes
d’exploitation identiques ou similaires ont une part non négligeable de leur mé-
moire contenant des données identiques. Dans cet article, nous introduisons
Shrinker, un système de migration à chaud de machine virtuelle tirant parti
de ces données identiques afin d’améliorer l’efficacité de la migration entre des
centres de données connectés par des réseaux étendus. Shrinker utilise une ta-
ble de hachage distribuée fondée sur l’adressage par contenu pour détecter les
pages mémoires de la machine migrée qui sont disponibles sur le site destination,
évitant ainsi de les transférer sur le réseau étendu. Nous avons mis en œuvre
Shrinker dans l’hyperviseur KVM et nous présentons une évaluation de ses per-
formances dans un environnement distribué. Nous montrons qu’il est capable
de réduire l’utilisation du réseau étendu de 30 à 40% et le temps de migration
par 20%.

Mots-clés : Virtualisation, Migration à chaud, Réseaux étendus, Cloud Com-
puting
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1 Introduction

The complete encapsulation of full execution environments (applications com-
bined together with their underlying OS) in virtual machines (VMs) allowed
the development of live virtual machine migration technologies [7, 23]. These
mechanisms relocate the memory and virtual device state of a VM from one
physical machine to another, with no noticeable downtime of the VM. This
offers interesting advantages for data center management, including:

Load balancing: VMs can be dynamically migrated depending on workload,
offering more efficient usage of computing resources.

Power efficiency: VMs with low workload can be consolidated to fewer phys-
ical machines, allowing to power off resources.

Transparent infrastructure maintenance: Before machines are brought down
for maintenance, administrators can relocate VMs to other nodes without
any noticeable interruption of service for users.

Current implementations of live virtual machine migration in popular hy-
pervisors, such as Xen [7] or VMware [23], target single data center scenarios:
VMs can only be migrated between nodes of a single site. This restriction comes
from two limitations of these implementations. First, they depend on shared
storage to avoid transferring persistent state of VMs, which can be expensive (in
the order of several gigabytes). Shared storage is usually not accessible across
several data centers. Second, they require that the destination node be in the
same IP network than the source node. This allows migrated VMs to leave
their IP address unmodified, keeping TCP connexions opened after migration
to a new host machine.

However, live migration of virtual machines in wide-area networks (WANs)
would offer interesting features to both administrators and users of cloud com-
puting environments. Administrators of multiple geographically distributed
data centers would be able to get the same benefits brought by live migration in
local networks. It would allow them to load balance workload between several
data centers, and offload VMs to another site whenever a site-wide maintenance
is occurring. Users could also benefit from wide-area live migration. Users with
access to private clouds (private computing infrastructures managed using a
cloud computing stack) could seamlessly migrate VMs between private clouds
and public clouds depending on resource availability. Even though provisioning
fees in clouds are currently fixed, this could change in the future to a model
where pricing can be variable, e.g. depending on infrastructure load. Wide-
area live migration could enable users to leverage competition between cloud
providers by migrating from one to another.

Several research works focused on enabling wide-area live migration by solv-
ing the two aforementioned issues. They proposed systems to transfer disk
state [5, 19, 13] and to transparently migrate network connections [5, 11]. How-
ever, the large size of virtual machines still remains an important issue for wide-
area live migration, especially when considering migrations of large clusters of
virtual machines rather than single instances.

Previous work has shown that VMs running identical or similar operat-
ing systems have a significant portion of their memory containing the same
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data [30, 9]. This is caused by VMs having the same versions of programs,
shared libraries or kernels loaded in memory, or common files loaded in buffer
cache. In this paper, we introduce Shrinker, a live virtual machine migration
system leveraging this common data to improve migration efficiency between
data centers interconnected over wide-area networks. Shrinker uses distributed
content-based addressing to detect memory pages of the migrated VM that are
already available on the destination site, removing the need to transfer these
pages over a wide-area link. We present the design and implementation of
Shrinker, which is developed as a modification of KVM, the Linux Kernel Vir-
tual Machine [15].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we cover the architecture
of Shrinker. Then, in Section 3, we describe our implementation in the KVM
hypervisor. In Section 4, we present our experiment methodology and analyze
the results. In Section 5, we cover related work. Finally, we conclude and give
work perspectives for the future in Section 6.

2 Architecture

In this section we present the design of our system. To improve live migration
efficiency, Shrinker detects memory pages of the migrated VM that are already
available in VMs running on the destination site. First, we present the general
idea behind Shrinker. Second, we describe how duplicate memory is detected,
using content-based addressing combined with a site-wide distributed hash table
at the target site. Then, we present how this distributed hash table is populated
by periodic memory indexing of VMs. Finally, we cover security issues generated
by our utilization of content-based addressing.

We consider live migration of virtual machines between data centers inter-
connected by wide-area networks. A migration occurs from a source or original
node to a target or destination node. The original node is located in a source or
original site while the target node is located in a different target or destination
site.

To reduce bandwidth usage of live migration, Shrinker takes advantage of
memory pages in the migrated VM that are present in the memory of VMs
executing on the destination site. This can be the case for several reasons:

• VMs on the destination site are executing the same versions of programs,
shared libraries or kernels as the migrated VM, and thus have identical
pages of code loaded in memory. This is usually the case when VMs are
created using the same install media or the base image such as a common
Amazon EC2 Machine Image (AMI).

• Common file system data is loaded in buffer cache.

• A program running on the migrated VM and on VMs of the destination
site uses identical data aligned to page boundaries.

When such pages are identified, they are transferred using the local network
of the destination site instead of the wide-area network. In order to identify these
pages, Shrinker leverages content-based addressing (also called content-based
hashing) using cryptographic hash functions. Cryptographic hash functions
map a block of data of almost arbitrary length to a hash value (or digest) of
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fixed size (usually smaller than the original data). These functions differ from
ordinary hash functions in that they are designed to render practically infeasible
to find the original block of data from a hash value, modify a block of data while
keeping the same hash value, and find two different blocks of data with the same
hash value. Memory page digests use only a fraction of the VM’s memory size.
For example, with the SHA-1 [22] cryptographic hash function which maps a
block of data to a 160-bit (20 bytes) hash value, digest use only about 0.5% of
a x86 VM’s memory size (since the x86 architecture has 4 KB memory pages).

Site A Site B

VM A.1

VM B.1 VM B.2

Page 1

Page 2

Page 3

Same as Page 1

Same as Page 2

Page 4

Page 5

Same as Page 2

Migrated VM A.1

Digest 1

Digest 2

Digest 3

Cryptographic
memory page

digests

(a) Transfer of crypto-
graphic digests

Site A Site B

VM A.1

VM B.1 VM B.2

Page 1

Page 2

Page 3

Same as Page 1

Same as Page 2

Page 4

Page 5

Same as Page 2

Migrated VM A.1

Page 1

Page 2

Digest 3

(b) Lookup of existing data in
the target site

Site A Site B

VM A.1

VM B.1 VM B.2

Page 1

Page 2

Page 3

Same as Page 1

Same as Page 2

Page 4

Page 5

Same as Page 2

Migrated VM A.1

Page 1

Page 2

Page 3

(c) Transfer of missing pages
from the source

Figure 1: Overview of Shrinker’s migration protocol: initially, only crypto-
graphic digests of each page are sent to the destination site (site B). Pages that
are already present in VMs of site B are transferred over LAN. Remaining pages
are requested to the source node over WAN.

Figure 1 presents a high-level overview of Shrinker’s migration protocol. In-
stead of sending all memory pages from the source node to the target node,
Shrinker’s migration protocol initially only transfers each page’s hash value
(Figure 1(a)). Each digest received by the target machine identifies a mem-
ory page. The target machine uses digests to look up pages in the destination
site. If pages are found on the destination site, they are transferred using the
local network instead of the wide-area network (Figure 1(b)). Otherwise, they
are requested to the original node over WAN (Figure 1(c))

2.1 Distributed Content-Based Addressing

To be able to fetch memory pages from the memory of other VMs in the site,
the destination node needs to discover which VMs in the network have a copy
of a specific page. Since these other VMs are running and their memory content
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changes over time, this information has to be discovered dynamically. To solve
this problem in Shrinker, we use two subsystems. The first is a site-wide dis-
tributed hash table allowing to locate nodes having a copy of a given page using
its hash value. The second is a periodic memory indexer added to hypervisors
to populate the distributed hash table.

2.1.1 Site-Wide Distributed Hash Table

To look up memory pages by their hash values, Shrinker leverages a site-wide
distributed hash table (DHT) built on a peer-to-peer (P2P) network. All VM
hosts in the site participate in the P2P network. Similarly to classic DHTs such
as Chord [27], the P2P network forms a ring. Each node joining the network is
identified by the hash of its IP address and port, which defines its position in
the ring. A node is responsible for indexing memory pages of the site with hash
values that immediately follow its ID.

However, contrarily to Chord and similar DHTs, Shrinker’s DHT uses a O(1)
design. Participants of the P2P network are aware of all other nodes. We choose
this because the primary requirement for Shrinker’s DHT is performance. As a
matter of fact, consider a 512 MB VM being migrated. This VM is identified
by 131,072 page hashes, each requiring a lookup to determine if and where the
corresponding page is available on the target site. The very high number of
lookups impose stringent requirements on the DHT latency and throughput.
Since Shrinker targets data centers that are relatively stable environments, re-
sistance to high churn is not the main requirement for our DHT. Moreover,
scalable O(1) peer-to-peer overlays have been presented in the literature [8].
Finally, O(n) DHTs are designed to scale to millions of participating nodes.
However, data centers with millions of physical machines are not common.

Figure 2 presents an example of DHT used by Shrinker. For simplicity’s
sake, hash values in this figure are only two hexadecimal digits in length. Nodes
are ordered on a ring from value 00 to value FF . In our example, three nodes
are participating in the DHT: nodes 20, 70 and 95. Node 20 is hosting a VM
composed of two pages with hash values 78 and A5. Node 70 hosts a VM with
three pages: 0D, A5 and C3. Node 95 is not hosting any running VM but is the
target node of the migration of a VM with three pages: page 78, page A5 and
page F4. Since nodes are responsible for the area of the ring that follows them,
95 is responsible for indexing page 0D. It knows that page 0D is available from
node 70. Similarly, node 70 indexes pages 78, A5 and C3.

During the live migration, node 95 receives a stream of memory page digests.
It uses them to look up pages in the DHT. The responsible for page 78 is node
70, so node 95 contacts it to look up the page. When 70 receives the request,
it forwards it to the node hosting a copy of page 78, node 20. Node 20 answers
the request by sending the content of page 78 to node 95. Next, node 95 looks
up page A5, which is also indexed by node 70. Page A5 is present on nodes 20
and 70, so node 70 can either send directly the page to node 95, or ask node 20
to send it. Finally, node 95 looks up page F4, for which it is responsible, and
discovers that it is not available. Node 95 thus requests the original node to send
the content of page F4. In all cases where a page is coming from local peers, the
target node checks that the page content is consistent with the corresponding
hash value, to avoid intentional injection of corrupted data.
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DHT

Node 70 

Page A5

Page 78

Node 20 

00FF

80

Node 95 

Page F4

VM on node 70

VM on node 20

Page 0D

Page A5

Page C3

Page 78

Page A5

VM migrated

to node 95

Page 78 → Node 20

Page A5 → Node 20, Node 70

Page C3 → Node 70

DHT information

Page 0D → Node 70

DHT information

Migration from WAN

Figure 2: Shrinker’s Distributed Hash Table

2.1.2 Periodic Memory Indexing

In order to populate the DHT, hypervisors on VM hosts are modified to peri-
odically index the memory of their VM guests. They compute the hash value
of each page and communicate them to responsible nodes in the DHT to inform
them that page copies are available. When a memory page has changed, the
hosting node also contacts the node responsible for the old version of the page
to inform it that the copy is not accessible anymore, to avoid keeping outdated
information in the DHT.

The most basic mode of operation for memory indexing would be to peri-
odically scan the entire memory. However, hypervisors generally allow to track
memory changes in VMs. This is actually required to efficiently use the pre-copy
live migration technique [28] which iteratively copies memory on the target node
as it is modified on the source node. Using this tracking system, hypervisors
can restrict their indexing to memory pages that have been modified since the
last index run.

To avoid indexing memory pages that are going to be modified in the near
future, Shrinker implements page idleness detection, similarly to [9]. Instead
of scanning all pages that were modified since the last run, hypervisors keep
track of the number of consecutive rounds during which a page has not been
modified. The page is indexed only when this counter has exceeded a threshold.
The memory overhead of this mechanism is insignificant: using one byte per
page to keep track of 256 possible rounds requires only 0.025% of the VM’s
memory.
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It must be stressed that strong consistency is not required between the index
of pages in the DHT and the actual pages residing on VM hosts. If a page
indexed by the DHT is not available anymore on the corresponding VM host,
the protocol simply falls back to a transfer from the original node.

2.2 Security Considerations

Since the number of unique memory pages (24096) is bigger than the number of
possible hash values (2160 for SHA-1), the use of cryptographic hash functions
opens the door to collisions: it is possible that different memory pages involved
in a live migration (on the sender side and/or in the DHT) map to the same
hash value. In this case, a node querying the DHT for the page identified by
this hash value may receive the wrong page. However, the properties offered by
cryptographic hash functions allow us to use hash values as unique identifiers of
memory pages with a high confidence. The probability p of one or more collisions
occurring is bounded by the following equation, where n is the number of objects
in the system and b the number of bits of hash values:

p ≤
n(n− 1)

2
×

1

2b
(1)

If we consider a distributed system with 1 exabyte (260 bytes) of 4 KB
memory pages indexed by Shrinker using the SHA-1 hash function, the colli-
sion probability is around 10−20 [24]. This is considered to be much less than
probability of data corruption undetectable by ECC memory for example.

However, this is the probability of an accidental collision. Although the the-
oretical number of operations to find a collision is approximately 2

n

2 (birthday
attack), attackers can exploit weaknesses in the hash function design to find col-
lisions more easily. For example, researchers have shown attacks against SHA-1
that decrease the number of operations from 280 to 263.

In the context of Shrinker, an attacker with access to VMs participating in
the DHT (which, in public cloud computing environments, would require only
to provision VMs for a small fee) could inject colliding pages in the DHT. These
pages could then be used by a live migration process to populate the memory of
the migrated VM, injecting wrong data into it. This issue can be mitigated by
migrating to stronger cryptographic hash functions, such as SHA-224, SHA-256,
SHA-384, and SHA-512. The main downside is that they are more expensive to
compute. Another solution is to restrict participation to the DHT. For example,
in a cloud environment, each group of trusted users could have its own DHT.
This may however decrease Shrinker’s ability to find existing data since less
memory pages would be shared.

3 Implementation

We implemented Shrinker in the KVM hypervisor [15]. Unlike Xen [2], KVM
requires virtualization capabilities of recent x86 processors (AMD-V or Intel
VT-x) to run guest VMs. KVM is built from two separated components. The
first part runs in the kernel, and consists of two loadable modules: one is generic
while the other is processor-dependent. The second part is a modified version
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of QEMU [3] running in user space to provide all other virtualization features,
such as device emulation or live migration.

Our initial implementation of Shrinker only modifies the user space com-
ponent of KVM version 0.11 and is about 2,000 lines of C code. The only
additional dependency is the OpenSSL library, which is used to compute hash
values. Figure 3 presents a high-level overview of our implementation and the
relations between the subsystems. The first subsystem implements periodic
memory indexing (c.f. Section 2.1.2). This subsystem communicates with the
kernel part of KVM. The second one is a simple O(1) distributed hash table to
allow indexing and requesting pages with peer hypervisors (c.f. Section 2.1.1).
Finally, the live migration code, which is already present in KVM, is slightly
modified to allow transferring page hashes between the original and the target
node, and calling the other subsystems when needed.

Processor-
independant 
KVM module

KVM kernel

modules

Modified

QEMU

(user space)

DHT

Periodic 
memory 
indexing

Processor-
specific KVM 

module

Dirty page logging

Live
migration

Peer hypervisors Remote node

Figure 3: Overview of Shrinker’s subsystems and their relations

3.1 Periodic Memory Indexing

We implemented periodic memory indexing in KVM using features built for the
existing live migration infrastructure. Shrinker uses the KVM kernel interface
to keep track of page modifications (dirty page logging). The kernel module
marks VM pages as read-only. Whenever the VM tries to write to a page, the
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operation is trapped by the kernel and the KVM module marks the page as
dirty. The page then stays in a writable state until the user space component
resets the dirty state. This means that writes to a page can only be trapped once
between two index runs, which is much better performance-wise than logging
all write attempts.

When periodic memory indexing is run, Shrinker requests the kernel for a
bitmap of the VM’s pages state, to check which ones are dirty. When a page
has been unmodified for a number of indexing runs (both the frequency of the
indexing and the idleness threshold can be tuned), it is considered idle enough to
be indexed in the DHT. In this case, the hypervisor needs to be able to answer
page requests from a peer and maintain the DHT when the page is modified.
For this, we keep track of idle pages using two data structures, presented in
Figure 4 (again, for simplicity, hash values are two hexadecimal digits long).
First, a hash table allows to efficiently locate a page’s content from its digest,
whenever a peer requests it. Note that identical pages in memory map to the
same digest. This means the hash table stores a list of addresses to local pages.
In Figure 4, three idle pages (two uniques) are registered. Page 0 and 3 are
identical and map to the same hash value AB, while page 1 maps to 54. When
a request for a page arrives from a peer, this hash table is used to find one of the
corresponding memory page and send its data as the answer. We also use a table
to keep track of the indexed hash value of every memory page. This is required
because the user space part of the hypervisor is not notified immediately when
a page is modified by a VM, and needs to track the old digest to be able to
unregister the page from the local hash table and from the DHT. For example,
if page 1 is modified, at the next index run the hypervisor will remove the entry
54 from the local hash table, and contact the node responsible for 54 to remove
the corresponding reference from the DHT.

Since dirty page logging happens only in the kernel, the indexing state in
user space can be out of date compared to the real content of VM pages. This is
not considered a significant issue: the DHT works in a best-effort mode. In our
current implementation of Shrinker, hypervisors do not check whether the page
is still valid before sending it as an answer to a page request. An alternative
would be to do a copy of the page (to be sure that it is not modified by the
VM) and compute its hash value to verify whether we are sending valid data.
Choosing one solution over another depends on what is the most important
factor: CPU usage or local network utilization. In all cases, when a page indexed
in the DHT cannot be found or does not match the answer of a peer, Shrinker
transfers the page from the original node.

3.2 Live Migration Protocol

The live migration protocol implemented in KVM is based on pre-copy, like the
implementations in the Xen [7] and VMware [23] hypervisors. The protocol
simply streams memory and device state as a sequence of bytes to the target
node. When memory is sent, each piece of data is preceded by an address
combined with a flag. When a page is sent, the address is its address in the VM’s
physical memory and the flag indicates the page type (normal or compressed).
The protocol implements one optimization: before a page is sent, all bytes of
the page are compared. If all bytes are identical, the page type is marked as
compressed and only the first byte is sent. This allows to efficiently send pages
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Figure 4: Data structures used by periodic memory indexing
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composed of only zero bytes. Our implementation adds a new type of page to
the flag: hashed page. In this case, the data following the address is a hash
value instead of the complete page content. When this type of data is received,
it triggers a DHT lookup on the destination node. It should be noted that
Shrinker still uses the compressed flag. This means zeroed pages are not looked
up in the DHT.

3.3 Distributed Content-Based Addressing

Our current implementation of a DHT and P2P overlay is very simple. Period-
ically, hypervisors send an announcement to a predefined multicast IP address.
All hypervisors also listen for announcements. This allows them to create a
list of network peers. When a peer has not sent any announcement for some
time, it is removed from the list. All requests and replies in the DHT are done
using UDP. We avoided TCP because scaling to a large number of nodes would
require to set up a large number of connexions: since nodes are uniformly dis-
tributed over the ring and hash values are usually also uniformly distributed,
looking up all pages of a migrated VM would require to set up connexions with
many peers in the network. There are many ways in which this architecture
could be improved. However, the DHT and P2P overlay design is not the main
contribution of this paper.

When a hash value is received on the target node, the node first searches the
local hash table for the page. This allows to exploit intra-VM data commonality
without requiring any DHT request. If the page cannot be found locally, the
node determines which peer is responsible for the page. This is done locally,
since all peers are aware of each other. The node then sends the hash value
to the responsible node. It also creates a timeout in order to fall back to the
original node if the answer never arrives. This could happen for several reasons:
packet loss, crash of a peer, etc.

When the responsible node receives the hash value, it looks for it in a local
index. This index is similar to the local hash table used by periodic memory
indexing, except that it keeps track of peers instead of page addresses, using
their IP addresses and ports. If the page cannot be found, the responsible node
answers the request to inform the target node that the page is not available.
In this case, the target node requests the page from the original node. If the
page is found, the responsible node directly contacts one of the node hosting
the page with the hash value and the IP information of the target node. This
allows the node hosting the page to send it directly to the target node. To keep
live migration efficient not only with regard to bandwidth but also time, these
lookups are done in parallel with the incoming digest stream from the original
node. The destination node keeps track of sent requests using a queue. When
answers are received or when timeouts are triggered, the corresponding requests
are removed from the queue. If the incoming stream is too fast and the queue
becomes too big, the stream is throttled down in order for the queue to catch
up.
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4 Performance Evaluation

In this section we study performance of our Shrinker implementation. We eval-
uate two types of metrics. First, we measure its influence on WAN bandwidth
utilization and migration time. Second, we study the performance overhead
caused by periodic memory indexing. These experiments are performed in a
real distributed environment. We use two sites of the Grid’5000 platform, Nancy
and Rennes, which are both located in France and separated from more than
600 kilometers. The sites are interconnected using a 10 Gbit/s link. On the
original site (Nancy), each physical node involved in the experiment is hosting
a VM. On the destination site (Rennes), the same number of physical machines
is used as target nodes for live migration. Additional nodes are running VMs
on site B to populate the DHT before the migration.

Although persistent state migration and network transparency mechanism
for wide-area live migration have been proposed, they are not available in the
current implementation of KVM. Since Shrinker itself does not implement these
techniques, we used two workarounds to enable inter-site live migration. First,
each node on the original site has a local copy of the VM virtual disk. Target
nodes on the destination site access the virtual disk on the original node using
SSHFS. To allow VMs to communicate between each other even after migration,
they are configured to use private IPs available on both sites. The VMs are
configured to use bridged networking to allow seamless communication between
each other. Each host also has an interface alias with a private IP in the
VM subnet. This allows us to control VMs from a frontend machine using
OpenSSH’s ProxyCommand.

Physical nodes use Intel Xeon processors with frequencies ranging from 1.6
GHz to 2.5 GHz. All nodes have a minimum of 2 GB of RAM. Physical nodes
and VMs use the x86_64 port of Debian 5.0 (Lenny) as their operating system.
VMs are configured to use 1024 MB of memory.

We use two suite of benchmarks for our performance evaluation. The NAS
Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) [1] are derived from computational fluid dynamics
applications. Dacapo [4] is a Java benchmarking suite which consists of a set of
real world applications with non-trivial memory loads.

4.1 Live Migration Performance

To evaluate live migration performance, we migrate a cluster of VMs from site A
to site B. Firstly, we run the cg benchmark from NPB in 64 VMs on the original
site. On the remote site, we use 64 nodes as target nodes for the migration, and
16 additional VMs (running on other physical machines) run randomly chosen
benchmarks from the Dacapo suite. Secondly, we run Dacapo in the migrated
VMs and cg in the additional VMs. Figure 5 presents the migration time of the
64 VMs from site A to site B for the two experiments.

We observe that migration time is improved by 17% and 25% respectively.
We also measure the average number of pages sent over the wide-area network.
Figure 6 shows that Shrinker reduces the number of pages transferred over WAN
by 37% for cg and 40% for Dacapo.
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Figure 5: Average migration time of 64 VMs running cg (NPB) and random
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Figure 6: Average number of pages sent over the wide-area network for each
migrated VM
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4.2 Impact of Periodic Memory Indexing

To evaluate the performance impact of periodic memory indexing, we run the
two benchmark suites with and without indexing running. We use an indexing
period of 5 seconds. A memory page is registered in the DHT when it has been
idle for 10 seconds (the page was not modified for two consecutive index runs).
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Figure 7: Relative performance of NAS Parallel Benchmarks with periodic mem-
ory indexing

Figure 7 presents the results from the NAS Parallel Benchmarks. With
this suite, performance impact averages at 11.5% and ranges from 3% to 30%,
depending on the application. Figure 8 presents the results from the Dacapo
benchmarks. In this case, the overhead averages at 5.1% and ranges from 1%
to 13%.

Periodic memory indexing adds a low to medium performance overhead,
depending on the page dirtying rate of the application. However, since both the
indexing period and the idleness threshold can be modified, the performance
overhead could be reduced by tuning the indexing behavior according to the
type of workload running in the virtual machine. Moreover, we think that
our memory indexing implementation can be further optimized to offer better
performance.

5 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, Sapuntzakis et al. [26] were the first to introduce
usage of content-based addressing to improve virtual machine migration effi-
ciency. However, their work targeted offline migration (the VM is paused before
being transferred), and only took advantage of data residing on the target node.
Moreover, their case study at the time was migration of a paused VM over a
DSL link during a work/home commute, and not the live migration of virtual
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Figure 8: Relative performance of Dacapo benchmarks with periodic memory
indexing

machines between cloud computing data centers. This kind of mechanism was
also proposed by Tolia et al. [29]. Since then, few works exploited the concept of
content-based addressing for virtual machine migration. Projects have looked
at content-based addressing for storing VM images or snapshots [21, 25, 17],
often in centralized repositories. They exploit data commonality in VM images
to decrease storage consumption.

Live migration of virtual machines over WAN has been studied in the recent
years. Bradford et al. [5] propose to use pre-copy and write throttling of local
persistent state combined with dynamic DNS and tunneling to solve the shared
storage and network transparency issues. Luo et al. [19] introduce a three-phase
migration algorithm to transfer virtual storage. Hirofuchi et al. [13] combine on-
demand fetching and background copying to relocate storage to the destination
site after the VM has been migrated. Harney et al. [11] propose using Mobile
IPv6 for network transparency of wide-area live migration.

Several studies have shown the benefits of using memory sharing between
VMs collocated on the same host. This technique was originally proposed in
Disco [6]. However, it required modification of the guest OS. VMware [30] imple-
ments content-based page sharing by hashing the pages, like we do in Shrinker.
However, since VMs are hosted on the same physical machine, they can use a
weaker hashing function and do a full comparison of pages in case of collision.
This is of course not possible in our context since the pages are not on the same
machine. Difference Engine [9] extends this mechanism by adding compression
and patching of memory pages to significantly increase sharing possibilities com-
pared to VMware. Satori [20] uses modifications of the guest OS to efficiently
discover even short-lived sharing opportunities. Memory Buddies [31] uses fin-
gerprinting to discover VMs with high sharing potential and to colocate them on
the same host. It would be interesting to study how Shrinker can be combined
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with mechanisms from Memory Buddies to select optimal nodes as targets of a
wide-area live migration (e.g. by selecting as target a node hosting VMs with
many memory pages in common with the migrated VM).

Hines et al. [12] propose using post-copy instead of pre-copy for live migra-
tion. The CPU state is first transferred on the target machine and is resumed.
Memory pages are brought from the original node on faults, in addition to back-
ground copying. Shrinker could interface with this kind of mechanism: when a
page is faulted on the destination machine, it would first be looked up on the
local network before contacting the original node. Liu et al. [18] advocate the
use of checkpointing/recovery and trace/replay instead of pre-copy. They show
that it allows to reduce downtime, total migration time and total data trans-
ferred. However, the first phase of their algorithm transfers a whole checkpoint
of VM memory. Shrinker would allow to optimize this phase, which is the most
expensive regarding total data transferred. Jin et al. [14] propose using adaptive
compression of migrated data: different compression algorithms are chosen de-
pending on characteristics of memory pages. Shrinker could use these algorithms
to compress pages sent to the destination node by the original node or peers in
the target site. Hacking et al. [10] introduced two techniques to speed up live
migration of virtual machines running large enterprise applications. The first is
the addition of a warmup phase to the live migration process. Memory content
is sent in the background to the destination node, but without committing to a
migration. When live migration is performed, it can leverage the data already
present on the destination node. This allows to reduce total live migration time
and downtime during live migration. The second technique is delta compres-
sion based memory transfer. When memory pages are dirtied, the hypervisor
sends a delta computed from the old and the new version instead of sending a
full copy of the new page. This allows to reduce the bandwidth used by live
migration when a large amount of memory is being dirtied. SnowFlock [16] is a
system allowing to quickly instantiate VM forks on new hosts machines, using
demand-paging and multicast distribution of data. It allows to very quickly
create clones of VMs in a local network.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present the design and implementation of Shrinker, a system
which improves bandwidth efficiency of wide-area live virtual machine migra-
tion. It identifies memory pages already present on the remote site in order to
transfer them using the local network instead of the wide-area network. Shrinker
uses content-based addressing in a distributed hash table combined with peri-
odic VM memory indexing. It is implemented as a modification of the KVM
hypervisor. Our performance evaluation shows that it is able to reduce wide-
area bandwidth usage by 30 to 40% and migration time by 20%.

In future work, we plan to add support for disk migration over wide-area
networks using the same type of mechanism. However, since accessing disks is
much slower than memory, we may require techniques to index only a subset of
a disk image on each node. We will also study how our design can be adapted
to volunteer computing systems without access to local networks with a large
number of running VMs.
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